St Margaret Clitherow Catholic Primary School
Website: http://www.margaret-clitherow-primary.torbay.sch.uk
Email: admin@smcprimary.org
Executive Head Teacher: Miss Cathy Lowry
Telephone: 01803 851647
Dear Parents and Carers,
It was so disappointing to hear that the
final lifting of all restrictions has been delayed. However, COVID cases are on the
rise again and this means we need to continue to do our bit and be as vigilant as ever. This also means that we will also need
to curb plans for the summer term activities. All the staff at SMC continue to do
what they can to ensure your children are
excited by their leaning, but bubbles will
need to remain in place together with the
hygiene routines and strict following of
guidance regarding symptoms. As such this
means we will not be able to go ahead with
our plans for inviting parent in for certain
events as a whole. We still intend to hold a
sports day, but this will be in bubbles and
more information will be shared with you
next week. We understand that Year 6
transition days to all Torbay schools are
cancelled and parents have been notified
directly.
We are hopeful that the new COVID update of 19th July will mean that we can
finish the school with a bang, saying goodbye to all our leavers and making sure they
leave in style.
This week was refugee week and we have
particularly enjoyed looking at this poem
which we feel is very powerful. Read it
from the top down and then from the bottom up!
Have a fabulous weekend. Remember hands, space and face and stay safe.

Miss Cathy Lowry

AWARDS
Starfish: Jake for working so hard on his letter
formation and sentences.
Dolphins: Kydon for an excellent start in Dolphins class.
Sharks: Ella- Rose for outstanding results in
her recent assessments.

Witness of the week:
Starfish: Reece for being such a kind
and thoughtful person.
Dolphins: Freyja for being
considerate and helping others.
Sharks: Owen for his help and kindness towards others.

Star Reader:
Starfish: Alfie W for making great progress with his reading.
Dolphins: Anne for all her hard work and great progress in
improving her reading.
Sharks: Oscar for outstanding progress in his
reading to meet Greater Depth at Year 6

IMPORTANT DATES THIS TERM
School reports: Friday 25th June 2021
Year 6 Celebration Breakfast Wednesday:
8:15am on the 30th June 2021
Live Music open air concert: Friday 2nd July 2021
Sharks Residential trip to Barton Hall: 5th-7th July 2021
Sports Day Thursday: 15th July 2021
Last day of Summer Term: 23rd July 2021

This week Jupiter Class at Priory led us in
an Act of Worship which encouraged us to
work towards God’s Kingdom on earth
through walking alongside those who most
need welcome, love and compassion.

SAFEGUARDING
Safeguarding at SMC is always a priority. Should you have
any enquiries or concerns, please contact our Designated
Senior Lead for Child Protection: Miss Lowry, or Deputies:
Mrs Callaghan or Mrs Dudman on 01803 851647

WELFARE
Our Family Support Worker is Rachel Ripley. Please let us know if you would like
her to contact you for ANY support. If your circumstances have changed and
you think your child may be able eligible for free school meals, you can apply
here: https://forms.torbay.gov.uk/freeschoolmeals or contact the school for
support.

ATTENDANCE
Stephanie Musslewhite is our attendance officer. She will liaise with any families
who has a child with below 95% attendance to offer support.

Well, the Summer Term is well underway
and the sun is shining!
As always Starfish have had a busy week.
It is healthy eating week, so we have been
thinking about our food choices and which
foods are good for us. We have all increased the amount of water which we are
drinking which is great!

Just a reminder that reading with your child
at home is really important. Not only does it
allow them to wow you with their ‘special
friends’, it also allows them to practice the
skills that they are learning and we all know
that ‘Practice makes perfect’. Thank you for
your continued support.

We have had a lovely CAFOD
assembly and always find them really
interesting and informative.
The weather this week has been really hot, so thank you for sending
your children in with water bottles,
sun hats and sun cream.

Mrs O’Sullivan and Mrs Collard

We have had a fabulous first two weeks back of this last half of our summer term
and the weeks are already just flying by! We have been making the most of the
wonderful weather to get out for our learning. In science we have started learning
about living things and habitats and we all had great fun exploring our school field
and the hedgerows for all the different plants and animals we could find. It was
just such a pleasure to watch the children explore in awe and wonder at all that
they found. In PE we have moved on to athletics starting with improving our
sprinting and running skills and will progress through all the key athletic skills and
disciplines over the coming weeks. We decorated eye mask templates with
themes of climate changes and pollutions part of CAFOD’s Eyes of the World
campaign. As Britain hosts world leaders for the United Nations climate change
talks - COP26, we want to let the world leaders know that tackling climate change
is essential and out eyes are on them! In English we have started our new text, writing to entertain, a
moral story based during lockdown, which we have enjoyed exploring and sharing our own memories
of this time last year.
Have a wonderful weekend from the Dolphins Team.

Science - Sorting
objects into living,
non-living and never
lived.

Science - Living things survey of our school field

CAFOD Eyes of the
World Campaign.

What a fabulous first 2 weeks back in school, although Year 6 might
not agree!
That’s because they have been working hard on their Year 6 assessments and have been taking internal SATs papers for Maths, Reading,
Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar. Mrs C has been so proud of the way
in which they have tackled these tests. All their hard work has really paid off and they
get to have a ‘SATs Breakfast’ to celebrate on 30th June.
In PE, we have started our swimming sessions and it has been wonderful to see everyone
have so much fun in the water. Some of us haven’t actually been swimming since the first
lockdown so we were a little nervous last week. However, it hasn’t taken us long to get
our confidence back and Mrs C has been impressed with our progress. We already have
some very proficient swimmers in the class though who can do a very impressive butterfly stroke. (Well we are Sharks after all!!)
This week is Refugee Week and Mrs C ‘wowed’ us with a poem about this subject. If you
read it from the beginning to the end, it suggests one thing. If you read it backwards –
from the end, back to the beginning - there is a totally different message. Perhaps you
could ask us at home and we should be able to give you some more details. Some of us
even took a copy to share with you and it really helped us to see the power of the written word.
We have included some pictures of our completed Double Page Spreads for you to see.
They look amazing and are so informative proving that we are Amazing Geographers.
Well, hopefully the weather will be kind to us over the weekend so stay safe.

